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Now understand in this way, all those on your plane who awaken in the depths of
consciousness a feeling, a wondering, a concern for those things of spirit, these
understandings of the higher levels, the deeper levels of thinking, have attracted to the
self, those of like mind. Now if you would think of the White Brotherhood, as you have
chosen to call it, as being a lodge or an order that one might join for purposes of ego, or
for purposes of status, then you would fail to understand. But know that all upon your
plane who are awakened spiritually and would seek those things of the Divine, would
expand from the self an attractive force, a glow that would bring those thoughts, those
vibrations, those ideas, those teachings that would satisfy such questions.
Now it would be as the magnet drawing to itself those filings, those shavings of metal,
that would be of the nature attractive, then the response that would be brought to the
seeker would be according to that question asked, or the wondering within the mind.
Then understand as you would question, as you would seek, that which you seek is that
which you attract. Then if the seeking would be for the glory within self, if the seeking
would be for praise, then would you not attract those spirits, those teachers, who would
know within themselves that all I need give this one is flattery and attention, and I would
have him at my beck and call.
Then if you would attract a teacher, a spirit, a thought from inner-planes that would say,
“You have been this high one, that high one, you are a member of the Great White
Brotherhood.” Then you have attracted that which you seek. But if yet that which you
seek is an understanding of the work of those who some have called the Great White
Brotherhood, then you would learn the more.
Then what has been your connection, your concern with this White Brotherhood?
You have been fascinated by the work of those who have given their life blood for the
work, for the development of the understanding of the application of those laws, those
Laws of Cause and Effect, those Laws of Attraction, that would allow the lifting of the
development of understanding a little closer to the God-head.
Now understand that there is much that may be revealed, but these are revealed slowly
and carefully as you are able to assimilate, as you are able to apply. And if it would
seem that we are limited from this plane in what we may express, and if you would grow
hungry that deep and heavy concepts might be brought and might be explained, know
that the limitation is not here and not on this plane. For we would feel in this moment
that we have a great white sheet that is spread to the corners of your earth, and held
high at each corner, yet overflowing with the blessings, with the knowledge that we
would seek to allow you to experience. Yet only a trickle is allowed to flow through, for
you would seek again and again that the greatness of words might be brought, yet how
little there is applied, for there has been spoken from these records sufficient
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information that if applied, could have altered the course of the history of your world,
could have healed your nation, could have changed your lives. Yet what have you done
with that which has been given and how many are there who even are aware?
We speak not only of giving these words to others, or recording that which has been
brought and distributing, but applying those principles within the self. Then, what is the
connection with the White Brotherhood? Those of the Brotherhood who have become
the Initiates, have often gathered and passed over here and there, looking for one so
hungry, so ready as to apply the self in attempting to understand, in attempting to
assimilate that which may be given. And know that where there is the seeker, there is a
teacher eager, ready, willing and waiting to give all that he has on this plane; and if we
might say thus, where we can find one willing and one who will be still long enough and
will give the activity of the thoughts, of the spirits, the consciousness, he will be
impressed with the thoughts, with the teachings, that will allow him so to develop that he
will understand the work of the Orders.
Then your place has been a seeker and is that of the seeker, yet are there teachers
attracted to this place, then give of the time to understanding these records that have
been brought. And if you would do nothing more than read or listen to all that has been
given, then give of the time, of the consciousness in such a way; for hearing the words
of the Masters or taking them in through the eyes, will open the heart, the
consciousness to Him who wrote or that teacher who spoke.
And so will He be drawn closer to thee, and so will you come as the funnel, as the
focusing glass, that that which is contained here in such great quantity might have an
outlet that such blessings might be poured into your world and into those about. Now
your contact, your connection with such a Brotherhood is evidenced by your interest
and your curiosity here. Yet if you would understand, there cannot be given for the
revelation in this manner as to the nature of this work, but you will be led step by step in
the developing, in the remembering, if you will follow those instructions that have been
given. But where you fail to do so you stop that flow, that understanding, that
attunement, and even this night, there was given the instructions for the manner in
which you would approach and has not been followed.
Then would you cry forth to those masters who would seek to teach here? You have
not given that which we would expect to receive and be open to; yet when you have not
prepared yourself to receive. But cleanse the self in such ways as have been
prescribed and understand that even such small things as forgetting or discarding the
ritual of washing the hands, not making the habit of entering in such a manner, will
prevent further instruction from coming. Until you could learn the first step, should we
be allowed to teach the second?
Question: Was I a member of the Brotherhood?
Answer: This one has been aware of mystic teachings in many past lifetimes and there
are relationships that will be realized in this lifetime, though there are things, there are
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disciplines concerning the secret brotherhood that may not be spoken through these
sources.
That which would come then as contact with the mystic teachers from past lifetimes will
come within and there will be the realization of those contacts as are developed on this
plane. It might be given that there have been close associations with those who were
initiates in this Brotherhood, though this one is not initiate as such.
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